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On his latest album, Ulysses Owens, Jr. eschews the 
usual prerogatives of the drummer as leader, forgoing 
bombastic showcases for his prowess and not 
showcasing his own compositions, although his astute 
arranging chops are amply demonstrated. Also 
unusual for a drummer-leader, this is mostly a trio CD 
and one without piano or guitar as lead instrument. 
Owens features vibraphonist Joel Ross, rounding out 
the group with bassist Reuben Rogers. Vocalist Vuyo 
Sotashe appears on 2 of the 11 tracks, with pianist 
Stephen Feifke joining her on one.
 Owens is a subtle and supple drummer, qualities 
he highlights on the opening track, Harold Arlen’s 
“My Shining Hour”. It begins with just brushes laying 
down an easy swing, soon joined by bass, Ross playing 
the melody before Rogers solos pizzicato, Owens then 
spinning an airy solo with brushes over melody 
backgrounds from bass and vibraphone. That is one of 
four familiar standards Owens brings to the program. 
“Poinciana” is indebted to Ahmad Jamal’s famous 
recording, Owens invoking the toms from its opening 
and following Ross’ solo with one making virtuosic 
use of his entire drum kit. Duke Ellington’s “In A 
Sentimental Mood” finds bass and vibraphone alone 
for the first two A sections, Owens adding brushes to 
the final 16 bars of melody, Ross taking it out with a 
solo and coda. Thelonious Monk’s “Evidence” has  
a drum solo ushering in the fractured theme at a pace 
reminiscent of “Cottontail”, a solo round culminating 
with spirited trading of fours by Ross and Owens. 
 The balance of the album’s instrumentals 
emphasize rhythmic versatility, from the sprightly 
funk of Roy Ayers’ “Cocoa Butter” to the loping beats 
and odd meters of Djavan’s “Maria Des Mercedes” and 
Mulgrew Miller ’s “Spectrum”. The latter is also 
represented by his “Farewell to Dogma”, outfitted 
with inspirational lyrics by Sotashe, who sings them 
over a quartet with Feifke prominently featured. 

For more information, visit spiceoflife.co.jp. This project is 
at Dizzy’s Club Aug. 9th. See Calendar. 

Simona Premazzi is an Italian-born, NYC-based 
pianist whose credits include the bands of Greg Osby 
and Jeremy Pelt. The latter produced Outspoken, 
Premazzi’s fourth release as a leader. Stylistically she 
brings to mind the late great Andrew Hill, to whom 
one of her compositions is a direct homage. Premazzi 
shares his measured, deliberate placement of notes and 
while her compositions, like Hill’s, are not 
conventionally pretty, they share a pleasing 
obliqueness, like a slowly unfolding tale of mystery. 

 The Hill influence is well-outlined in the opening 
track, “Euterpe’s Dance”, in which there is a slightly 
ominous yet not unwelcoming melodic line carried by 
piano and Dayna Stephens’ gently somber tenor 
saxophone. It has a softly undulating rhythm, lent 
relish by the solid, unhurried swing of bassist Joe 
Martin and drummer Nasheet Waits. “Up on A. Hill” is 
the tribute to Hill, with Premazzi applying dark, heavy 
chords to the mood-rich melody, Waits thundery and 
volatile, gradually building in force and Stephens 
making with bluesy wails. The hardbopping “Peltlude” 
features a guest shot from Pelt, whose Freddie 
Hubbard-like brassiness is allayed by a bit of buttery 
tone…that is until he gradually turns up the heat, 
bristling and crying out in a declamatory fashion while 
maintaining a harmonious flow. Premazzi’s playing 
here is brisk, jabbing and forceful. 
 “It Is Here” is a joining of the words of playwright 
Harold Pinter with Premazzi’s wry tune-writing, given 
voice by the cool-toned warble of Sara Serpa. The 
centerpiece of this set is the Strayhorn standard “Lush 
Life”—Premazzi renders it unaccompanied with a 
cyclic introduction, discreetly inserting rolling J.S. 
Bach-like motifs to offset slightly the core of 
melancholy. Premazzi gives this classic a most 
distinctive spin by treating it abstractly while never 
completely abandoning the tune’s mindset of reverie. 
The next track, “Later Ago”, may be her attempt to 
write a similar-themed song à la “Sometime Ago”, 
going by the wistful introduction, but then Premazzi 
and Stephens make with slightly Monk-like angular 
phrasing. The former jabs at the keys like a boxer while 
the latter sails gracefully around her. Waits inserts 
powerful accents and asides, then Stephens flirts with 
amiably anguished yelps as Waits kicks it up a notch 
with roiling New Orleans-style cadences before the 
theme is restated.
 While this is a most rewarding set with excellent 
and inspired performances, it could’ve benefited from 
variety of tone, which is almost unrelentingly somber. 

For more information, visit simonapremazzi.com. Premazzi is 
at The Cell Aug. 12th and Mezzrow Aug. 13th. See Calendar.

Drummer William Hooker is known for his expressive 
and forceful playing and inventive collaborations with 
rock, hip-hop and jazz luminaries. Aria brings together  
longtime associates Mark Hennen (piano), On Ka’a 
Davis (guitar), Welf Dorr (reeds), Richard Keene 
(reeds), Louie Belogenis (reeds) and David Soldier 
(violin, guitar) to reimagine Italian folk music.
 Inspired by his wife, who is Italian, and the cultural 
exchange he has experienced in Italy, Hooker explores 
Neapolitan classics in a record divided into three parts, 
each marked with a jazz aria. The first chapter begins 
with “Impro I”, a light melody supported by rustic 
guitar, somber piano and Hooker’s powerful poetry. 
“So that I can catch the grey, dark silence in this Baltic 
blue,” he exclaims, before delving into sheets of sound 
on the drums. The septet continues the spiritual 
exchange in “Selfcommunion”, a languorous tune 
featuring Hennen’s deliberate notes in the lower 
register and a rustic, unadorned reed section.
 Next, the septet tackles “Funiculi Funicula”, 
written to commemorate the first funicular cable car on 

Mount Vesuvius. A late 19th century tune that has 
since been widely adapted, “Funiculi Funicula” starts 
with a lilting guitar solo and descends into rock fusion 
under the wing of rhapsodic cymbals and off-kilter 
strings. The interpretation is refreshingly modern 
under Hooker’s expansive direction and the ensemble’s 
inventive instrumentation.
 “Impro II” marks the second chapter and continues 
the free improvisation thread that the group explored 
in “Impro I”. Soldier’s emotional range on violin and 
guitar, as well as his ability to anchor Hooker’s 
rollicking percussion and potent lyrics, is on full 
display. Relentless drums and plucked guitar notes 
collide with dizzying piano, a chaotic intermission 
before returning to the lightness of Italian folk. It’s  
a befitting transition to “Santa Lucia”, a traditional 
ballad transformed into an alt-rock anthem. Soldier’s 
sweetly melodic lines are juxtaposed with Davis’ 
psychedelic guitar, giving the romantic tune a rock ‘n’ 
roll tinge.
 The third chapter affirms the improvisational 
thread that marked the first two parts. “Epilogue” is an 
exaltation of spiritual, expansive percussion and heady, 
low-register woodwinds while “Impro III” sees Hooker 
becoming more aggressive. Violin explores folk melodies 
and dark industrial tones deftly as piano supports with 
quiet yet assertive lines. The record concludes with a 
second version of “Clown”, a reworking of an earlier 
track that is more solemn, but retains a lilting 
romanticism that could be heard in the renditions of 
“Santa Lucia” and “Funiculi Funicula”. It’s a triumphant 
marriage of the ensemble’s tonal rock and free jazz 
leanings and the brightness of Italian folk music.

For more information, visit williamhooker.com. Hooker is at 
Lantern Hall Aug. 13th. See Calendar. 
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